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Abstract—Many real-world and man-made objects are line symmetry. To detection the line-symmetry objects from an image, in this paper, a new cluster validity measure which adopts a non-metric distance measure based on the idea of "line symmetry" is presented. The thresholding technique is first applied to extract the objects from the original image; and the object pixels are transferred to be the data patterns. Then the fuzzy clustering algorithm is applied to label the object pixels; and the proposed validity measure is used in determining the number of objects. Simulation results are used to illustrate the performance of the proposed measure.
Index Terms—extract object, cluster validity, clustering algorithm, line symmetry, similarity measure

1.	Introduction
Many real-world and man-made objects are line symmetry. Base on this idea, we apply cluster analysis technique to detect the line-symmetry objects from an image. Cluster analysis is an important tool for exploring the underlying structure of a given data set and plays an important role in many applications [1]-[4]. In cluster analysis, two crucial problems required to be solved are (1) the determining of the similarity measure based on which patterns are assigned to the corresponding clusters and (2) the determining of the optimal number of clusters. While the determining of the similarity measure is the so-called data clustering problem, the estimation of the number of clusters in the data set is the cluster validity problem. In this paper, we focus on the research topic of cluster validity.
Many different cluster validity measures have been proposed [5]-[12], such as the Dunn’s separation measure [5], the Bezdek’s partition coefficient [6], the Xie-Beni’s separation measure [7], Davies-Bouldin’s measure [8], the Gath-Geva’s measure [9], the CS measure [10] etc. Some of these validity measures assume a certain geometrical structure in cluster shapes. For example, the Gath-Geva’s validity measure that uses the value of fuzzy hypervolume as a measure is a good choice for compact hyperellipsoidal clusters. However, it is a bad choice for shell clusters since the decision as to whether it is a well or badly recognized ellipsoidal shell should be independent of the radii or the volume of ellipses. A minimization of the fuzzy hypervolume makes no sense for the recognition of ellipsoidal shells. Hence, some special validity measures  (such as Dave’s fuzzy shell covariance matrix [11] and shell thickness) are proposed for shell clusters. Depending on the desired results, a particular validity measure should be chosen for the respective application.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduced the idea of line symmetry distance measures. Then the proposed validity measure employing the line symmetry distance was fully discussed in Section 3. Two examples were used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the new validity measure. Section 4 presents the simulation results. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusion.

2.	The Line Symmetry Distance
In one of our previous work, a so-called "line symmetry" distance was proposed in [12]. Following the definition of a figure with line symmetry (see Fig. 1), we may point out that the line symmetrical data pattern relative to  with respect to a center  and a unit direction vector  is the data pattern , where the point symmetrical data pattern relative to  with respect to a center  is denoted as . The definition of the line symmetry distance is given as follows. Given a reference vector  and a unit direction vector , the “line symmetry distance” of a pattern  in the data set X with respective to a reference vector  and a unit direction vector  is defined as

 	      (1)


Fig. 1. A geometrical explanation about the definitions of point symmetry and line symmetry.

where the data pattern  is the normal projection of the data pattern  onto the line formed by the data pattern  and the unit direction vector . As for how to find the three vectors, ,  and  from the data set X, the computational procedure will be explained as follows. First of all, the mean vector  and the covariance matrix  can be approximated from the N data patterns by
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3.	The Validity Measure Using Line Symmetry
The proposed validity measure is referred to as LS measure and is computed as follows. Consider a partition of the data set  and each data pattern  is assigned to its corresponding cluster by a particular clustering algorithm. In order to calculate line symmetry distance, we need re-compute the cluster center  (i.e. mean vector) and the covariance matrix  by using the following equation:
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where  is the set whose elements are the data patterns assi-gnned to the ith cluster and  is the number of elements in . Note that we assign data patterns to the corresponding clusters using the maximum membership grade criterion if the clustering result is achieved by fuzzy clustering algorithms. Then we compute the degree of line symmetry of cluster i by
  (6)

where the distance, , represents the compo-site symmetry distance defined in Eq. (6),  re-presents the Euclidean distance between and , and  is a small valued positive constant. The reason why we use the composite symmetry distance, , rather than the line symmetry distance itself, , is as follows. The line symmetry distance itself may not work for situations where clusters themselves are line symmetric. A possible solution to overcome this limitation is to combine the line symmetric distance with the Euclidean distance in such a way that if data patterns are relatively close, then the line symmetry is more important. On the other hand, if the data patterns are very far, then the Euclidean distance is more important. The smaller the value of LSi is the larger the de-gree of line symmetry of cluster i has. The separation of clus-ters is defined as the minimum distance between clusters
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Finally, the LS measure is obtained by averaging the ratio of the degree of line symmetry of the cluster to the separation over all clusters, more explicitly

      (8)


4.	Experimental Results
We illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed validity measure by testing two data sets with different geometrical structures. For the comparison purpose, these data sets were also tested by the three popular validity measures—the partition coefficient (PC) [6], the classification entropy (CE) [6] and the Xie-Beni’s separation measure (S) [7]. The Gustafson-Kessel (GK) algorithm [7] is applied to cluster these data sets at each cluster number c from c=2 to c=10. The parameter  was chosen to be 0.005 for the modified version of line symmetry distance.

Example
This example demonstrates an application of the LS validity measure to detect the number of objects in an image. In image processing, it is very important to find objects in images. In this example, these objects have different geometric shapes. Fig. 2(a) shows a real image consisting of a mobile phone, a doll, and an object of crescent. First, we apply the thresholding technique to extract the objects from the original image (see Fig. 2(b)). Then we transfer the object pixels to be the data patterns. The GK algorithm is used to cluster the data set. Table I shows the performance of each validity measure. The LS validity measure finds that the optimal cluster number c is at c=3. However, the PC, CE and S validity measures find the optimal cluster number at c=2. Once again, this example demonstrates that the proposed LS validity measure can work well for a set of clusters of different geometrical shapes. The clustering result achieved by the GK algorithm at c=3 is shown in Fig. 2(c). Three objects of line-symmetry structure are labeling by the proposed method.


Table I. Numerical values of the validity measures for example 1.
C	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	10
PC	0.956	0.846	0.786	0.728	0.682	0.638	0.605	0.588	0.570
CE	0.101	0.307	0.422	0.553	0.657	0.724	0.815	0.854	0.956
S	0.071	0.111	0.136	0.244	0.323	0.375	0.321	0.436	0.363
LS	0.034	0.018	0.027	0.043	0.052	0.039	0.064	0.062	0.056

 
(a)
 
(b)
 
(c)
Fig. 2. (a) The original image; (b) the binary image by applying thresholding; (c) Three objects are labeled by the GK algorithm.
5.	Conclusion
Based on the line symmetry distance, a new measure LS is then proposed for cluster validation. The simulation results reveal the interesting observations about the validity measures discussed in this paper. The proposed LS validity measure shows that consistency for the tested examples. Although these simulations show that the new measure outperforms the other three measures, we want to emphasize that the clusters should be assumed as line symmetrical structures. If the data set does not follow the assumption, the measure may not work well. In fact, a lot of future work can be done to improve not only the line symmetry distance but also the LS measure.
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